If Ω is an open set in C^, we denote by H°° [Ω] the algebra of functions bounded and holomorphic in Ω. In the first section of the present paper we will establish the following result. ]. An analogous theorem is valid in the case that we consider functions with continuous boundary values; it is essentially contained in the thesis of Douady. In § II we consider this result briefly and give an application of it to an interpolation theorem. I* Proof of theorem I.I. A remark concerning the statement may be in order. Although the functions f a are only defined on subsets of U N and although we seek a function F defined only in U N , it seems necessary to require that 5^ be an open covering of U N even if we require 5^ to be finite. A relevant example, with J?" an open cover of U = U 1 which consists of two sets is as follows. Let λ be an arc with and points 1 and -1 which is contained, except for its end points, in the lower half of the open unit disc. If λ approaches the real axis with sufficient rapidity, the sequence {1 -l/n}ζ =1 will be the zero set of a function f holomorphic and bounded on the set Fj. = {z e U: z lies above λ}. We can choose f to be continuous on V x U (interior λ) and of modulus 1 on λ. We take for V 2 the part of U lying on and below λ together with the set {z e V,: We shall defer the proof of the lemma for the moment and proceed to show how the lemma implies the theorem. It is more convenient to work in the polycube than in the polycylinder. We set We may write F = e Θ where G is holomorphic in Δ + Π Δ~ and where Re G is bounded; in general Im G will not be bounded. The lemma implies that G -G+ + GL where G+ and G_ are holomorphic in Δ + and Δ~~ respectively and have bounded real parts: This can be proved in the following way.
Let a be a conformal map of U onto {z -x + iy : | x \, | y | < 1} and β one from U onto {z = x + iy : \ x \ < 1/2, | y \ < 1}. Then the map Φ : Iterating this procedure, proceeding cyclicly through the real coordinates of C^ we obtain a nested sequence Δ\ Z) Δ 2 2 z> Δ%* ZD of cubes with diameter decreasing to zero on none of which we are able to solve the induced problem. This leads to a contradiction, though, for 5^ is an open cover for the closure of Δ so for some N and some α, Δ»* c V a if n ^ N, and the function f a is then a solution to the induced problem on Δ$« for all n ^> N.
Thus, it remains only to prove the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 1.2. It is convenient to establish at the outset certain notations which will be useful throughout the proof. We will [K, E] be the algebra of all continuous Jξ'-valued functions on K which are analytic in its interior. There are several formally different definitions of analytic E-valued functions which are in fact equivalent. For a discussion of these see [4] For the sake of definiteness, let us say that F: Ω-+E, Ω an open set in C*, is analytic if given z° -{z\, , z%)eΩ, there is an expansion Once one has this fact, it is possible to argue by contradiction and establish Theorem II. 1 just as Theorem I.I was established.
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